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The study of electromagnetic properties of *N resonances often yields
unique Insight into strong interactions. The currently fashionable ideas in-
clude color magnetism and hadronlc hybrid states.

Color magnetism is a catchy expression forged by the occasional wordsmlth
of in our craft to indicate the color hyperfine interaction between quarks. The

name evokes the analogy of the mathematical expression for this hyperfine in-

teraction with the equation of classical E and M for the Interaction between
two bar magnets. This aspect of the novel color nature of the one-gluon-
exchange potential proposed by de Rujula et al. [l] for the interaction between

quarks gives rise to a small electric quadrupole transition in the radiative
decay

AO232) •» N + Y.

Such a transition is forbidden to occur in simple quark models as a consequence

of the Moorhouse rule [2].
Hybrid states are a new form of hadronlc matter. They are well defined

quantua states composed of quarks and a glueball, such as q'G and qqG. They
occur in «ost QCD affiliated models of strong interactions. The existence of
certain «N hybrid states may be explored by the determination of the difference
in the radiative decay of the neutral and charged partners. For example, Barnes

and Close [3] have shown that



Pî, (ïïN hybrid) * nY,

Pîi (ïïN hybrid)/* pY.

The viability of different quark models can be judged from the ability to
account correctly for the sign and magnitude of the radiative decays of all nN
resonance states [l]. It is another example of the usefulness of electromagnet-

ic interactions such as pion photoproduction for the study of theories of
strong interactions.

Progress in the area of negative pion photoproduction, and thus in the

determination of the radiative decay amplitudes of the neutral N* resonances,
has been rather modest. Viewed from the experimentalist's perspective, this is
due to the lack of high quality monochromatic photon beams and to the nonex-

istence of a free neutron target. Nearly all information on N* •» nY has come
from experiments on w~ photoproduction on a deuterium target. Such measurements

are subject to the so-called deuterium corrections to account for the effect
that the neutron in the deuteron is not free. Correction are needed for Fermi
motion, nuclear shadowing, off-shell production, Paull exclusion principle and
so forth. A few »~ differential cross sections have been evaluated using a
Chew-Low type extrapolation, some other by a measurement of the n~/n* ratio.
However, deuterium corrections to the recoil proton polarization data nave

never been attempted as no good method for this is known.
Any theoretical analysis has to struggle with the many degrees of freedom

of pion photoproduction and a limited data set. There are three isospin ampli-
tudes and four different final states, n°p, ir°n, ic*n and ir~p. The photon and
nucléon each have two helicity states thus each reaction has four independent

complex scattering amplitudes. A model independent, ambiguity free single pion
•ultlpole analysis requires a minimum of 27 independent inputs at each energy
and angle. They are not available and one must resort to theoretical help from

dispersion relations, the Fermi-Watson theorem and from strong interaction mo-
dels. As a result there is a large uncertainty in the neutron coupling of many

resonances, a sample is given In table 1.
The double experimental handicap stemming from the lack of a free neutron

target and a monochromatic photon beam can be overcome in the n~p channel by

•easuring the inverse process. REX or £adiatiave exchange,

v~ + p * Y *• n

as there la currently no doubt on the use of detailed balance. The price for
using REX Is having to handle a formidable background from CEX, charge exchange
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which has the same neutral final state particles as REX but a cross section

that is 50-100 times larger. With the aid of sophisticated equipment that has
good geometrical resolution, one can separate the coplanar REX from the non-

coplanar CEX reaction. Helpful are good timing to exploit the fact that

(Y - n) TOF-REX < (Y - n) TOF-CEX ,

and a modest gamma pulse height resolution, since

Ey(REX) > EY(CEX) .

Table 1
Some poorly known heliclty-1/2 neutron couplings of N» resonances listed

in the T988 edition of the "Review of Particle Properties"

Resonance Coupling
GeV-i/i „ 10-»

Pi,(l«»0) * 37 ± 19

Slt(1535) - 76 ± 32

Stl(l650) - 17 ± 37

DI5(1675) - 17 ± 23

Dls(1700) 0 ± 56

P,,(1710) - 5 ± 23

P,,(1720) - 2 ± 26

FI7(1990) - 119 ± U5

A UCLA group. In collaboration with the George Washington University,

Abeline Christian University and the Catholic University, has started a program
of measuring REX. An experiment has been carried out at LAMPF in the P3 chan-

nel. The energy regions include the A(1232) which la of Interest for the study
of color magnetism, the P^OMO) which is a hybrid candidate but its proper-

ties are not well determined, and finally the S,,(t535) which has a large ine-

lastic channel going into Nn.
The set up Is shown in figs. 1 and 2. It Includes two sets of gamma de-

tectors each consisting of 15 lead-glass Cherenkov counters and two sets of

neutron counters each consisting of 15 long, thin scintillation counters ar-
ranged for the geometry of the REX reaction with each gamma counter matching

one neutron counter.
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Polarized Proton
Target

Fig. 1 - Set up for it~p-»Yn experiment.
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Fig. 2 - Detector configuration. There is a one to one matching of the gamma
and neutron counters based on the REX geometry which is different at each ener-
gy and angle. It is the reason for the slightly curved n-counter configuration.



We used a transversely polarized hydrogen target for a measurement of the
left-right asymmetry, AN(REX), which is equal to the recoil proton polarization
in Yn * w~p. Furthermore, we obtained do(REX) from a measurement of the
Panofski ratio in flight defined at each laboratory neutron angle,

r(6n) - N(CEX) / N(REX),

combined with the knowledge of the counters* efficiencies and acceptances and

with the do(CEX) values. For the latter we selected the VPI *N partial wave
data available from the SAID program. The excellent REX-CEX separation obtained
after making TOF and ADC cuts is illustrated in fig. 3. Details of the analysis
are given in refs. 5 and 6.
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Fig. 3 - Event distribution in a set of gamma counters. 01 • REX counter, G5,
9,15 - neighbouring REX counter, all other G counters are CEX counters. The
solid line is the CEX Monte-Carlo.

Our results for the REX cross sections are shown in fig. <i, while the
left-right REX data are shown in figs. 5 and 6. A comparison is made in these
figures with the oultipole analysis of Aral and Pujil [?] ; of course we shall
compare with the new VPI multlpole analysis discussed at this symposium by
R. Arndt.

Also shown in figs. 1-6 are the available data on Yn + *"p extracted from

Yd + *~X neasureaents. In general there is a discrepancy of about 20 % between



our data on do and A., and the Yd •* it"X data after multiplication by the detail-

ed balance factor. This difference holds for do as well as AM. We believe that
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this difference can be explained by the insufficiency of the deuterium correc-

tions. Therefore, the radiative, neutral N* decay amplitudes which have been

determined from Yd + n~X data, are uncertain to at least 20 %.
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Fig. 5 ~ Asymmetry, A.., obtained In this experiment compared to the recoil
proton polarization, P, measured at 90° (c.m.) in w" photoproduction with use
of a deuterium target by Beneventano et al., J. Kenemuth and P.C. Stein, and
H. Takeda et al., see réf. [5].

A bonus of our experiment is a high quantity of clean CBX data which we

hâve analysed to obtain new A^CCEX) results that are very much more accurate
than existing data. A typical example is given in fig. 7 showing AN(CEX) for
p • 586 MeV/c and a comparison with the wN partial wave analysis by groups at
VPI, Karlsruhe - Helsinki and Carnegie-Mellon - LBL Berkeley, see réf. [13].
Clearly our AN(CEX) results favor VPI.

This work was supported in part by the USDOE.
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Fig. 6 - (a)-(d) Aayraetry parameter, AM, measured in ir""p -» Yn with use of a
transversely polarized target. The dashed line in (c) is the prediction by

Noëlle [B] at p • 575 MeV/c. The statistical and systematic uncertainties were
summed in quadrature.
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N

results [12].
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